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forms obeying algebraic constraints
(often pure spinors)

nicer equations,
easier classification
(BPS eqs. + Bianchi ids.
notoriously hard to solve)
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same behavior
as D6 in flat space,
except for diverging H flux!
G4 ~ exp(ɸ)H ∧ e11:

S3 (topologically)

H → ∞ as e11 → 0

reduction of FR agrees with our results in 10d! (ODEs are exactly solvable in massless case)
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intuitively, D8’s don’t slip off
because of electric attraction
(branes are calibrated)
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no solution to BPS system
non-susy numerical configurations with localized D6’s: [Junghans, Schmidt, Zagermann ’14]
with smeared D6’s, solutions to 10d EoM: [Blåbäck, Danielsson, Junghans, Van Riet, Wrase, Zagermann ’11]
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We proved that massive vacua with D6’s
do not admit a 7d gauged sugra description.
Moreover, smearing the sources breaks susy
1st example of flux vacua with these highly unusual features

